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Teaching notes 

Look who’s talking 
Luke McBratney 

When we first learn about narrative point of view, we often make distinctions between the stances of 
different types of narrators. For example, we usually learn that a first person narrator is involved in the 
story and keeps us close to the action, while a third person narrator often allows us a more distant 
perspective and allows us a more objective view of things. 

While there is truth in these observations, often a writer’s use of point of view is more flexible and 
subtle than we might realise. These teaching notes build on the column by Malcolm Hebron in this 
issue of THE ENGLISH REVIEW to help you identify and explore point of view, concentrating on that grey 
area between first and third person known as free indirect discourse. 

Terminology 
First, let’s revise some of the terminology involved. 

• Omniscient narrator: a narrator who is all-knowing — all of the plot events as well as details 
of each character, their thoughts, feelings and motivations, are known by an omniscient 
narrator. 

• Direct speech: the exact speech (or thoughts) of a character recorded directly and enclosed 
in speech marks. 

• Indirect speech or reported speech: the speech of a character reported by the narrator 
without using speech marks. 

• Free indirect discourse (also referred to as free indirect style and free indirect speech): 
the speech (or thoughts) of a character rendered by the narrator without using speech marks.  

The subtlety of free indirect discourse 
Free indirect discourse is trickier to spot than either direct or indirect speech. This is not surprising, 
since they both flag the speaker by using obvious devices. For example, direct speech uses speech 
marks and indirect speech uses constructions such as ‘he said that’. By contrast, free indirect speech 
is much subtler: the narrator often slides into free indirect speech in a way that is more recognisable 
when the reader is acquainted with the character in question and when he or she is paying close 
attention to the text’s techniques. Note how, in the first example from Persuasion in the Jane Austen 
section of Malcolm Hebron’s column, the voice of the omniscient narrator slides into the voice of Sir 
Walter: 

 How Anne’s more rigid requisitions might have been taken is of little consequence. Lady 
 Russell’s had no success at all — could not be put up with — were not to be borne.  
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What are the effects of Austen using different types of narrative, including free indirect discourse, in 
this section? 

Some ideas: 

• The reader quickly, yet gradually, begins to hear the voice of Sir Walter. 

• The second sentence, which moves smoothly from omniscient narration into free indirect 
discourse after the dash after the word ‘all’ — ‘Lady Russell’s had no success at all — could not 
be put up with — were not to be borne.’ — develops a sense of Sir Walter’s character.  We gain a 
sense of his stubbornness, pride and the strength of his objections to the proposed measures of 
cost cutting in the tone as well as the content of the words. 

• All this is done subtly and economically. No space is wasted with extraneous dialogue from Lady 
Russell: we are brought quickly and unobtrusively to the point where we hear the rhythms and the 
tone of Sir Walter’s speech, gain insight into his character and perhaps enjoy a laugh at his 
expense. 

• The flexibility of the narration is noteworthy.  The subtle shifting of the narrative style helps to give 
the reader a sense of Sir Walter’s growing anger. The first sentence is clearly from the narrator’s 
distant and seemingly cool perspective (omniscient narrative), implying, rather than stating 
opposition. The second sentence (beginning with omniscient narrative and ending with free 
indirect discourse) becomes progressively more involved and emotional, allowing the reader to not 
only hear Sir Walter’s voice but also to appreciate his hurt pride and feel the rising heat of his 
anger.  

Free indirect discourse and atmosphere 
Writers do not always reserve the use of free indirect discourse for major characters or for helping to 
render major plot events. Look at the example from Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man in 
Malcolm Hebron’s ‘Later uses’ section. What do you think is meant by the term ‘Uncle Charles 
Principle’?  Might we apply it to the following example, which comes from a book in the ‘Further 
reading’ section, James Wood’s How Fiction Works? Wood comments on the opening sentence of 
Joyce’s short story, ‘The Dead’: ‘Lily, the caretaker’s daughter, was literally run off her feet.’ By using 
the inaccurate word ‘literally’, Wood argues that Joyce uses free indirect discourse. By so doing, Joyce 
brings us straight into the middle of the action, with activity, atmosphere and authenticity.  

Further reading 
As well as using articles from THE ENGLISH REVIEW Online Archive to extend your reading, you might 
also like to look at: 

Books 
Lodge, D. (2011) The Art of Fiction, Vintage. 

Wood, J. (2009) How Fiction Works, Vintage. 

Websites 
Written by John Mullan of University College London, this engaging article explores the use of free 
indirect discourse (here termed free indirect speech), making detailed reference to one of the best 
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comic novels of the twentieth century, Kingsley Amis’s Lucky Jim: 
http://www.theguardian.com/books/2003/may/03/kingsleyamis 

This article, written by a practising writer and teacher primarily for aspiring writers, demonstrates many 
of the advantages that using free indirect discourse offers and gives useful examples of its effects: 
http://emmadarwin.typepad.com/thisitchofwriting/2013/09/free-indirect-style-what-it-is-and-how-to-use-
it.html 

Another useful article aimed at aspiring writers that offers insight into the use of free indirect discourse 
and outlines the effects of this technique on the reader: http://litreactor.com/columns/the-benefits-of-
free-indirect-discourse 

Helpful notes on narrative as well as characterisation can be found on this website from the Guardian: 
http://teachers.guardian.co.uk/Guardian_RootRepository/Saras/ContentPackaging/UploadRepository/l
earnpremium/Lesson/learnpremium/englis~00/keysta~09/pre20t~00/charac~00/narrat~00/thirdp~00/d
efault.htm 


